Abstract. We propose a new clustering algorithm satisfying requirements for the post-clustering algorithms as many as possible. The proposed "Fuzzy Concept ART" is the form of combining the concept vector having some advantages in document clustering with Fuzzy ART known as real-time clustering algorithms.
Introduction
Web-document clustering methods could be divided into pre-clustering methods and post-clustering methods; the former are off-line clustering of the entire document collection, and the latter are on-line clustering of the retrieved document set by Web search engines [1] [2] [3] . The post-clustering algorithms have different requirements from both conventional clustering algorithms and preclustering algorithms. Zamir et al. [4] have identified some key requirements for the post-clustering algorithms as follows: 1) Relevance; 2) Browsable Summaries; 3) Overlap; 4) Snippet-tolerance; 5) Speed; 6) Incrementaility.
We intend to devise a new clustering algorithm satisfying requirements for the post-clustering algorithms as many as possible. To devise a new post-clustering algorithm, we borrow two important concepts such as a concept vector [5] and Fuzzy ART [6] . The proposed one, which is named by "Fuzzy Concept ART(FCART)", is the form of combining the concept vector that have some advantages in document clustering with Fuzzy ART known as real-time clustering algorithms. FCART is satisfied with all of requirements for the post-clustering algorithms. Besides, we expect that it may be the alternative model to circumvent some drawbacks of Fuzzy ART such as sensitivity to the order of input sequence, time-complexity, and true meaning of fuzzy set theory [8] .
Document Representations and Concept Vector

Document Representations
In the vector space model, each document is represented as the weighted termfrequency vector. According to the relevant researches [4] , composing document vector with the snippets returned by Web search engine can reduce the search space significantly keeping the precision of clustering. Also, since the title of document stands for the whole content of document, we use only both snippets and title in constructing document vector instead of using the entire document to improve the speed of clustering. In addition, design of loading the clustering tool in the client machines may take an advantage of reducing overload of Web search engine's server.
Concept Vector
The concept vector [5] is the normalized centroid of the cluster to have unit Euclidean norm. The concept vector of a certain cluster is guaranteed to be closest in cosine similarity (in an average sense) to all document vectors in the corresponding cluster. In particular, the concept vectors are sparse and localized in the word space. The sparsity of concept vectors simplifies the computation of cosine similarity and cluster's coherence [5] . Hence the computational complexity of post-clustering can be remarkably decreased.
Furthermore, the locality of concept vectors is extremely useful in labeling the latent concepts for clusters. If it is provided users with well-represented labels of cluster, they can select the cluster containing the information that they want, by seeing the labels alone.
The keywords of cluster π j are represented as a word cluster Word j . it is defined as follows [5] Word j = {k th word :
where d is total number of terms. Since the concept vectors are local to each word cluster, the word cluster Word j provides good keywords for the corresponding cluster. Also among the document vectors in the cluster, the summary of cluster may be thought of as the document vector that is closet in cosine similarity to the concept vector. It is possible to understand the contents of cluster intuitively. So, in FCART, the cluster's summary of cluster π j , Summary j is defined as follows
FCART(Fuzzy Concept ART)
The basic idea of FCART is that the weight vector of cluster unit becomes concept vector of the corresponding cluster. FCART performs fuzzy clustering in the true sense of the word by applying the fuzzy set theory: it represents the degree of input pattern's membership for each cluster by relative fuzzy membership values(context-sensitive) and determines which of the input pattern is noise or outlier by absolute fuzzy membership value(context-insensitive). Also it updates not the weights of the cluster that is the most similar to input pattern(WTA strategy), but also the weights of every cluster according to the relative fuzzy membership values(soft-competitive learning). Therefore, the document which contains many topics can belong to many clusters. Now, Fuzzy Concept ART are now presented in details:
Initialization. The number of cluster,c, is initialized to be one. Input patterns are normalized to have unit L 2 norm. And initial weight vector is initialized to be the first input pattern:
Since the matching degree between input pattern and weight vector is measured by cosine similarity, FCART guarantees that the first pattern is assigned the first category without regard to the value of vigilance variable.
Activation Function(AF). The activation function is defined as the relative fuzzy membership function:
where the absolute fuzzy membership function, A ij , is defined as the cosine similarity between the input pattern and the weight vector:
The weight vector of cluster π j , w (t) j , is defined as sum of the input patterns which are classified to cluster π j :
Then the concept vector of cluster π j , c (t) j , is defined as follows
where the mean vectors, m j , contained in the cluster π j is
where n j is the number of document vectors in π j . Note that the mean vector m j need not have a unit norm. In FCART, the concept vectors are computed by normalizing the corresponding weight vectors to have unit norm without computing the mean vectors.
Matching Function(MF).
The matching function which is applied to vigilance test is defined as the absolute fuzzy membership function: From the above definitions, the activation function and the matching function are satisfied with the following condition [7] .
That is, when best-matching template w (t) j * , selected according to AF (w
j , x i ), does not satisfy the vigilance criterion, a new processing unit can be immediately allocated to match the input pattern x i . And the corresponding input pattern is assigned to weight vector of the new cluster. This means that no mismatch reset condition and search process are required to detect the resonance domain. Hence, in speed, FCART has an additional advantage for post-clustering.
Detection of resonance unit. To select resonance unit, the vigilance test is
where the best-matching cluster j * is arg max j=1,··· ,c {AF (w
j , x i )}. That is, the value of activation function means the degree of the current input pattern's credit for the corresponding cluster and the value of matching function determines whether the input pattern is an outlier for the cluster or not.
Updating Weights. In FCART, input patterns have the degree of the membership for each cluster by equation (4) . So, when the weights are updated, input patterns have effect on the weight vectors of each cluster according to the relative membership value
where m ∈ (1, ∞) is weighting exponent for the degree of membership. By equation (12), FCART updates not only the weight of the best-matching cluster but also the weights of any other clusters. The algorithm of the FCART is summarized at fig.1 
Experimental Results
We sampled the title and snippet of 185 high-ranked documents which are returned by Web search engine, Google, for a query "guinea". First, we removed HTML tags, then we eliminated non-content-bearing stopwords and terms which occurred in less than 2 documents. The documents set, GUINEA consists of 159 dimensional document vectors which are sparse (96 % sparsity). To validate the performance of FCART, we cluster the GUINEA and fig.2 gives the result of clustering. In this experiment, we set vigilance parameter to 0.01(ρ = 0.01) and weighting exponent to 2( m = 2 ). The value lying next to the document's title means the relative fuzzy membership value for the corresponding cluster. As far as the incrementality is concerned, whenever a new pattern comes in, FCART can learn the pattern without relearning the entire system. Especially FCART can perform fuzzy clustering. For example, the document, "Papua New Guinea Orchid News" which is member of the Cluster 6 in fig.2 , belongs to not only Cluster 6 (for species) but also Cluster 2 (for Papua New Guinea). fig.3 gives the relative fuzzy membership values of that document for each cluster. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a novel clustering algorithm satisfying all of requirements for the post-clustering algorithms. Particularly, the proposed FCART is the form of combining the concept vector that have some advantages in document clustering with Fuzzy ART known as real-time clustering algorithms. Besides, we expect that it may be the alternative model to circumvent some drawbacks of Fuzzy ART such as sensitivity to the order of input sequence, time-complexity, and true meaning of fuzzy set theory [8] .
